
HUNT FOR BUFFALO,HUNT FOR BUFFALO,
ROAN AND ANTILOPE INROAN AND ANTILOPE IN

BURKINA FASOBURKINA FASO

For the trophy hunter who misses all the exciting West African species in his collection, Burkina Faso is an

interesting destination with great hunting concessions, plenty of game and good game management

Challenging hunt Requires moderate
level of fitness

Accommodation in a
lodge

Big Game Combination Hunt Safari Hunt
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HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Hunt for Buffalo, Roan and Antilope in Bur...Hunt for Buffalo, Roan and Antilope in Bur...

HIGHLIGHTS

Several species and subspecies that are not
found in southern and eastern Africa
Hunting on the former domain of French hunters
Very good hunting grounds and especially good
trophies
Various fixed price packages with hunting of
selected West African species

Overview

Since 2011 we have had quite a number of hunters in
Burkina Faso and they all returned home happy with
exciting hunting experiences from West Africa and very
good trophies going to the taxidermist! On this hunt you
can hunt several species - and subspecies - that cannot be
found in southern or eastern Africa, which is the goal for
most hunting safaris.

West Africa has for many years been the French hunters
domain, but we have found a good partner who provides
an excellent service. The hunting areas are very good and
the results can so far speak for itself. As a hunter, you can
choose between different fixed-price packages with
hunting for selected West African species.

Itinerary

Day 1:

Flight via Paris with Air France or Bruxelles with Brussels
Airline to Ouagadougou. Arrival in the evening. Reception
at the airport, where a representative from the safari
company will assist you with customs formalities, firearms
licenses and weapons clearances. Then transfer to a hotel
in Ouagadougou.

Day 2:
Transfer to the hunting area. Accommodation, zeroing of
the riffle.

Day 3 – 8:
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6 hunting days

Day 9:
Transfer back to Ouagadougou or flight back to Europe

Day 10:
Arrival morning Paris or Bruxelles and on to England
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

Hunting Camp BurkinaHunting Camp Burkina

The camp is situated approx. 15 minutes drive from the hunting
concession, and after West African conditions very comfortable

The accommodation consists of thatched air-conditioned
bungalows with all basic facilities and a bathroom. The well
prepared meals are served in a communal dining area, and there
is also a bar and even a nice swimming-pool in the camp. Laundry
is done daily.
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PARTNERPARTNER

African Echo SafarisAfrican Echo Safaris

The owner of African Echo Safaris is Glaeser Conradie. Glaeser
is South African and for many years has enjoyed a successful
career as an outfitter and PH (Professionel Hunter) in
Mozambique, South Africa, West and Northern Africa. He is a
skilful, likeable and very committed PH with a wealth of hunting
experience from a wide range of African countries. He really loves
to work hard to achieve our hunter’s goals and to give them some
great experiences when out hunting with him. Glaeser is a
registered member of ACP, PHASA and the SCI. African Echo
Safaris is a Craig Boddington Endorsed Outfitter. He is very well
organised, and a very pleasant person to go out hunting with..

Diana Huntingtours & Limpopo Travel have been working together
with Glaeser in Burkina Faso since 2012, and in South Africa
since  2016. Glaeser’s company, African Echo Safaris, has now
been in existence for more than two decades, and has grown into
a successful, international safari operator. Our partnership with
Glaeser works perfectly , so if one day you arrive in one of his
hunting districts, we are certain you will return home having
enjoyed some unforgettable experiences.
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

Singou & OuamouSingou & Ouamou

The hunting district is made up of two neighbouring concessions,
Singou and Ouamou, and it is situated 350 km east of the capital.
It is a huge area of 260.000 hectares and is considered to be one
of the very best hunting areas in the country with a good and
varied game population and a number of interesting species such
as Western Savannah Buffalo, Western roan, Major hartebeest,
Western kob, Defassa waterbuck, harnessed bushbuck and
Nigerian bohor reedbuck. In the area lion, hippo, elephant, oribi,
warthog and baboon are also frequently seen.

The hunters we have had in Burkina so far all reported that you
normally see elephant, buffalo and the various plains game
species every day and frequently also lion tracks. If you wish to
hunt lion it is important that you choose the period from late March
until the end of April. At that time of year it’s normally dry and the
lion come to the waterholes, from where it is possible to track
them.

All the hunting is free range and takes place in open countryside,
and even though there are a number of small roads in the hunting
district, you should be prepared to do a lot of walking, so it is

certainly an advantage to be in good physical condition. Usually
you will find a good, promising track in the morning, after which
you can follow the incredible work of the talented trackers,
often over many kilometres, until you hopefully get within
shooting range. The slightly hilly terrain is densely vegetated,
but also very varied and with more open areas of typical
savannah.

The hunting authority in Burkina Faso has a very strict shooting
policy, each hunting district being granted a set annual quota
that is strictly adhered to. The organisation is very professional,
and during the hunt a so-called game scout, who ensures
everything is done correctly, will accompany you.

A great effort has been made to improve the conditions for the
game animals, including establishing water holes, controlling
poaching etc.

Season:

The hunting season is from 1st December to 31st May. The
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

Singou & OuamouSingou & Ouamou

best months are January, February and March. The weather is
pleasant and not too hot. In April it becomes very hot and the
hunting becomes more difficult also because the animals move
less.
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

Prices
Description Possible Lodging Dates Price from (per. person)

The price includes The price does not include

Return flight Paris/Brussels – Ouagadougou

Airport taxes and fees (€ 475.-)

6 days hunting/guiding 2:1 with prof. hunters, trackers,

skinners

Trophy fees animals mentioned in the various

packages

Accommodation with full board

Return transfers Ouagadougou – hunting district

Weapons permit € 92 per rifle

Hunting licence € 375

Additional trophy fees

Beverages

Any accommodation before or after the safari in

Ouagadougou

Arrangement fee € 200

More

Prices above (except lion safari) are based on hunting 2:1 (2 hunters – 1 prof. hunter). If you wish to hunt 1:1 there is a supplement of

€ 500.- for a 6 days safari.

Weapon permit and hunting licence to be paid in cash on arrival.

The price show for this tour is for guidance only as fluctuations in the exchange rate may need to be taken into account. The actual

price of the tour will be agreed later.
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Exchange Rate

The price show for this tour is for guidance only as fluctuations in the exchange rate may need to be taken into account. The actual
price of the tour will be agreed later.
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GAMEGAME

Hunt for Buffalo, Roan and Antilope in Bur...Hunt for Buffalo, Roan and Antilope in Bur...

Bushbuck, Harnessed Buffalo, Western Savannah Roan
Hartebeest, Western/Bubal

Hartebeest

Waterbuck
Reedbuck,

Bohor/Reedbuck, Bohor
Warthog Lion (Africa)

Oribi Western, Kob
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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